Divest

from Fossil Fuels
Save the Climate &
deflate the

Carbon Bubble

THERE IS A LINK BETWEEN FOSSIL
FUELS, THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY,
THE CLIMATE AND OUR DAILY LIFE
Currently, our daily lives are indirectly yet substantially intertwined with
emitting carbon dioxide (CO2). Huge amounts of our savings, pensions
and other financial services are dependent on shares from fossil fuel
companies. Not only is this bad for our planet, but these investments into
the carbon industry are also at risk of causing a financial bubble, a
Carbon Bubble. To avoid the bursting of this bubble, we need to divest
from fossil fuels to support climate protection and stabilize financial
markets, our social security and public finances.
This infographic shows you the link.
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If all currently known
fossil fuel reserves
would be burned an
incredible amount of
2890 Gigatons of
CO2 would be
released into the
atmosphere.
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THE CARBON
INDUSTRY

Fossil fuel companies
do not just sell oil, gas
or coal to finance
themselves and make
a profit. They raise
capital via loans from
banks or selling
shares to a range of
financial
institutions.

THE
SHAREHOLDERS

Organizations from
private to public –
banks, insurance
companies and pension funds – are
investing in the fossil
fuel industry by
buying and holding
their shares or
offering loans.

THE CITIZENS

Banks, insurance
companies and
pension funds are
providing services and
operate with funds
that they have
acquired from citizens
and customers. For
example, with the
money that citizens
put into their bank
accounts, via workers
that pay into pension
plans, and the money
families pay into their
health insurance plans.

Climate change and global warming are happening, but there is
international scientific consensus that some of the most catastrophic
effects can be prevented if the rise of temperature is limited to 2°C.
This is also the core goal of international climate policy. But,

TO SAVE THE PLANET AND OUR
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SYSTEM
WE HAVE TO CUT EMISSIONS.

TWO THIRDS OF ALL
CARBON RESERVES
HAVE TO STAY
UNTOUCHED

To reach the 2°C goal,
no more than 900
Gigatons of C02 can
be emitted until 2050.
In regards to oil, gas
and coal reserves, this
means that 68% of
them have to be kept in
the ground.

HUGE ASSETS OF THE
CARBON INDUSTRY
ARE STRANDED

Unburnable coal, gas
and oil are “stranded
assets” and financiallyy
worthless for fossil fuel
companies.
p
This means
that these companies
are overrated at the
stock market.
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THE EFFECT
ON CARBON
INDUSTRY SHARES

As a result, shares of
fossil fuel companies
p
will fall. Analysts
y
predict a loss of around
30-40% of their
current value. This also
means that shareholders
will encounter a significant loss as their assets
will have been burst by
the Carbon Bubble.

DANGEROUS EFFECTS
ON THE FINANCIAL
AND ECONOMIC
SYSTEM

This Carbon Bubble
has the potential to
become a systemic
crisis and affect the
financial system along
with the entire economy.
Banks, insurance and
pensions funds and all
other actors - from
cities to universities who invested, could
face considerable
losses and face substantial financial problems if they react too
late.

WE HAVE TO DEFLATE
THE CARBON BUBBLE.

Through divesting we can prevent a financial and economic disaster and
directly support the transition to a low-carbon or post-carbon economy.
All other scenarios would have devastating consequences.

Scenario 1
SAVING THE CLIMATE &
THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Awareness is leading to action. Clear
and ambitious energy and climate
policies are limiting CO2 emissions.
They are providing a transparent
regulatory framework and investment
signal. Financial actors are divesting
from parts of the carbon industry
while other fossil fuel companies are
finding new innovative ways to
produce clean and safe energy. As a
result, the Carbon Bubble would be
deflated. The costs in this scenario
would be manageable, the economic
and financial system stabilized and
global warming limited to 2°C
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Scenario 2
THE CARBON BUBBLE BURSTS

Change is happening too slow.
Fossil fuel companies continue
investing huge sums in new fossil
reserves. When the need for a
radical change becomes imminent,
the market value of the fossil fuel PLANET EARTH
industry falls rapidly, resulting in a
systemic crisis for the economy. On top
of an economic crisis with widespread
effects, it is unclear whether limiting
global warming to 2°C can be achieved.
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Scenario 3

WE FAIL ON CO2 REDUCTION
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The risks of a continuation of a carbonintensive
in
economy are ignored. No meassures
s
are taken to reduce CO2 emissions.
Global warming has catastrophic effects
and destroys livelihoods. Consequently, the
economy is suffering heavy losses. Life on
earth gets very unpleasant

ECONOMY

In order to assess the full dimensions, a study by
the Greens in the European Parliament took

A CLOSER LOOK
AT EUROPE.

It came to the conclusion that the
Carbon Bubble of Europe’s financial system could be
well over one trillion Euros.
The risks of carbon related financial investments are considerable.
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A look at the recent

HISTORY OF
CARBON DIVESTMENT
shows: Things are on the move!

2011
A first study shows that a considerable
amount of fossil fuels reserves have to stay
underground to reach the 2°C goal.

2012
The Carbon Bubble gets attention beyond
science. Environmental activist and author
Bill McKibben publishes a story in Rolling
Stone magazine. Until today it is one of the
magazine’s most shared articles.
NGOs start campaigning in the US and
partly in Europe. Ahead of all of them
350.org.

2013
Financial decision makers are becoming
aware of the risks and start to divest from
fossil fuels. Amongst them for example:
Norway's biggest insurer and pension fund
Storebrand, Dutch bank Rabobank, and
the 1.1 million member United Church of
Christ (UCC).
A study shows Europe’s financial
exposure to the risks of the
Carbon Bubble.
Increasingly more public and prominent
figures such as the Bank of England’s
Governor Mark Carney, Leonardo di
Caprio or Desmond Tutu raise awareness
for the issue.

2014
The enormously huge Rockefeller Family’s
Fund is divesting from fossil fuel assets.
A milestone. The Rockefellers have made
their fortune in the oil business.
Political actors are following.
The British Energy and Climate
Minister speaks out on divestment. Cities
such as Seattle in the US, Örebro in
Sweden, Boxtel in the Netherlands and
Münster in Germany start, and even
conclude divesting their budgets.

2015
More to come…

Of course there is also something

YOU CAN DO.

1
Divest your own finance portfolio.

2
Check and ask your bank, insurance, or even your
employer’s pension fund to divest and re-invest in
sustainable assets.
Ask your politicians to take action.

3
Spread the word to friends and colleagues and find
like-minded citizens and activists from the
Divestment Movement. Join an action on Global
Divestment Day on February 13 and 14.

Thanks for

READING,

and thanks for

SHARING!

Reinhard Bütikofer

Member of the European Parliament
Updates, background, sources on
www.reinhardbuetikofer.eu/carbon-bubble
www.twitter.com/bueti
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